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decisively defeated at Waterloo. No doubt from their point of
view they are right, for with Napoleon was born the modern
war of masses which aligns for the decisive conflict the whole
manhood of the nation, and decides the fate of that nation for
a generation; while Wellington was, as we have seen, but a
supremely competent exponent of a system of war based on the
methods of the eighteenth century and adapted 'by him to
modern needs. But the fact that Continental writers have
passed the Duke by with faint praises is no reason why the study
of his career should equally be neglected by his countrymen ;
for he seems to us to have been the outstanding master of a
kind of war as essentially British as the art of Turner or the
drama of Shakespeare—and as well worthy of study. For the
task that fell to Wellington is one that will often fall to his
successors in the future: that, namely, of utilising to the fullest
advantage against a Continental enemy, overwhelmingly
superior in numbers and military resources, a British army,
small indeed, but in quality equal to or better than its opponents,
and backed by the might of a supreme navy ; and the lines on
which he worked in the past may serve to indicate in the future
also the best possible solution to the problem.
For Wellington's character as a General—though not, it is
to be hoped, as a man—was essentially English. In his lucid
common sense, his grasp of realities, his wide statesmanlike
outlook, his power of seeing and seizing the fleeting opportunity,
his timely caution and his equally timely daring—above all in
what the French call his " phlegm ", which means in essence
the power of rising superior to, rather than being controlled
by, fortune, whether smiling or adverse—he remains without
superior and with but few equals among the great commanders
of history. Above all the lesser men who surrounded him his
genius towers, cold and awe-inspiring indeed, but shining and
magnificent, like an Alpine peak in the clear light of morning.
NOTES FOR FURTHER READING
The history of the American War of 1812-14 has, comprehensibly
enough, attracted but few writers. There is a brief but adequate
sketch in Gen. Sir. C. Robinson's Canada and Canadian Defence^ and
a fuller work by Sir C. Lucas—The Canadian War 0/1812.
The literature of the Waterloo campaign, on the other hand, is
legion, though much of it is how out of date. Hilaire Belloc's lucid and
reliable account inSix BritishBattles forms a good introduction tofurther
study, while of the larger works Capt. A. F. Becke's Napoleon and
Waterloo (2 Vols.) is the latest and best. The American historian,
J. C. Ropes, in his Waterloo Campaign, discusses very fully and
impartially the manifold disputed points in the history of the four days,
while H. Houssaye's 1815 Waterloo (which should, if possible, be

